Intex Consulting announces strategic partnership with
PT Kawan Era Baru to optimally consult the Indonesian textile industry
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Intex Consulting Group looks forward to welcome interested guests at our booth No.Hall A2-111 at Indo Intertex 2017!

Indonesia as a steadily growing textile industry market is fighting the same challenges as others. The demand of short lead times, highest quality standards
of products, reliability towards the given lead times
to the customer and the transfer of knowledge in
case of staff fluctuation are challenges in the day to
day business. As Intex Consulting is offering its process optimizing and consulting services along with
the globally unique and natively developed ERP- and
MES-Software – the “Intex ERP Business Suite” has
a demand in Indonesia. Intex Consulting offers the
only software suite dedicated to the textile manufacturing industry (across the textile value chain) with
only one common and centralized database. Having
these unique capabilities of offering one system without any interface disruption or breakages is not only
unique – it is also the only way a consistent data flow
can be guaranteed.

As Intex Consulting has two customers currently under
implementation in Indonesia, the partnership with
PT Kawan Era Baru, a renowned textile machinery and
testing equipment agency, is planned for the long
term expansion of Intex Consulting in Indonesia.
“We chose Intex Consulting as ERP- and MES-Software
solution experts in the textile industry as our partner
because from our evaluation there is no other software
existing which could provide the textile specific functionality that intex offers. For PT Kawan Era Baru it is
a very promising partnership as we are convinced that
the offerings of Intex Consulting in terms of service,
know how and software are the best available for textiles globally. The Indonesian textile industry needs the
support of such senior experts in the industry to catch
up with European standards in terms of quality and reliability of software systems.” (Aditya Suryaman, KEB).

Intex Consulting GmbH is a consulting and software company, headquartered in Wuppertal/Germany offering ERP solutions for the textile industry. Since our founding in 1995, we have attracted a number of well-known customers and, based on such dynamic growth, we’ve attained
a leading position in the market. This activity led to our establishing a cooperation network with global leaders like IBM and SAP. Our company
is exclusively owned by our own staff. A long-term strategy and a solid equity base is in place to hedge our further growth.
Professional competence and reliability are the key points in the cooperation with our customers. We ensure the high standard of software and
implementation projects with modern development tools, training of staff and quality management projects. We continually check new technologies, economic concepts and optimization potentials on textile processes in order to be able to meet the high demands of our customers
now and also in the future.

“We are currently in the final phase of the implementation of Intex ERP Business Suite in our
company. From our research before, we know,
that there is no other provider existing which
has such detailed knowledge and understanding
of textile processes, which are as well reflected
in the software. Luckytex is very happily looking
forward to the Go Live. From our belief in having
chosen the best available supplier, we are convinced that Intex Consulting will expand its business
in the Indonesian textile sector very successfully.”
(Ms Lily Tamin, Luckytex).
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